NON-FICTION

From River to Raindrop

How Does My Home

The World of Mother

(E 551.48 BE)

Work?

Follow each step in the water cycle from

Travel beyond the walls and under the floor

evaporation to condensation to rainfall.

of a house to find out about the technology

Goose ( E 398.8 GR)
This unique edition keeps the Mother
Goose storytelling tradition alive while
highlighting different cultures adding
flavor to new rhymes.

What is Science?
( E500 DO )
This poetic picture book introduces
young children to the exciting and everchanging world of science.

I Face the Wind
(E 551.518 CO)
Introduces the characteristics and
actions of the wind through simple hands
on activities.

From Acorn to Oak Tree
(E 583.46 BE)
Follow each step in nature’s cycle from

Look I’m a Scientist

falling acorns to strong oak trees.

(E 507.8 LO)

Garden Wigglers

This activity book will get little ones

(E 592.64 LO)

discovering amazing everyday science as
they play their way through 14 exciting
experiments found inside.

(E 621.042 BU)

that makes it all work.

I Am Amelia Earhart
(E 92 EA)
Follow Earhart from childhood to her first
flying lessons and onward to her recordbreaking career as a pilot.
*Also check out www.mel.org databases and
select “Kids” for more great resources*
Key to call numbers:
E = Picture Book
E 000-999 = Easy Non-Fiction
BB = Board Book

Fun facts and easy-to-read text
introduce young scientists to the

6495 Pine Street Cass City, MI 48726

behaviors of nature’s gardeners.

989-872-2856
www.rawsonlibrary.org

(4/18)

Preschool &
Kindergarten

FICTION
*Beginning Reader Level Books 1 & 2
are perfect for this age group.*

Preschool and kindergarten
children continue their exploration of
the world around them. They bring a
new sense of discovery to their

(E MILO)

Duck hops on a bike and visits animals

Graham Elmore hates school, but as

on the farm. Find out what happens
when there are enough bikes for all the

A Visitor for Bear
(E BECK)

of school his outlook improves.

Strong As Sandow

Bear’s efforts to keep out visitors to his

To Market, To Market

(E TATE)

house are undermined by a very persistent
mouse.

The Way I Feel

is his birthday AND the hundredth day

(BB CAIN)

They enjoy stories about familiar

for what they are feeling, this book helps

people and places. They like silly

them better understand and express their

stories that tickle their developing

feelings.

imaginations. Sharing books with

Cinco Monitos/Five Little
Monkeys (E CHRI)

animals!

Although Eugen Sandow was a sickly

(E MIRA)

Designed to give children specific words

kindergarten is a wonderful way to

Duck on a Bike (E SHAN)

the year progresses toward the day that

encounters with family and friends.

children in preschool and

Happy 100th Day!

child, he grew up to be very strong and

Starting with the nursery rhyme about

he changed the way people think about

buying a fat pig, this tale goes on to

strength and exercise.

describe a series of unruly animals that
run amok.

Alligator Baby

Face?
(E MUNS)

A little girl takes matters into her own
hands after her brother is accidentally
born in a zoo.

Can You Make a Scary
(E THOM)

A ladybug invites the reader to play a
game of “let’s pretend”.

Music Class Today!

encourage their natural curiosity and

This colorful treasury of five full-length

promote their lifelong reading

picture books in Spanish and English

(E WEIN)

adventures.

features five fun-loving monkeys.

Children enjoying a lively music class.

